
WHO WE ARE
Since 1985, and with the help of our clients, ITEC Entertainment Corporation has grown to become 
a global industry leader of worldwide entertainment solutions. Founded in the theme park capital of  
the world, we established our roots by providing innovative entertainment design and production 
solutions that ignite the dreams of hundreds of millions of people all over the world.

ITEC Entertainment’s priority through the years has been to maintain a world-class team, fostering 
talent that enables us to remain on the forefront of innovation. Our leadership team has the passion 
and expertise to inspire and execute that vision.

  Theme Parks

  Resorts

  Mixed Use

  Themed Retail

  Aqua Parks

  Entertainment Centers

  Themed Dining

  Rides & Shows

  Cultural Attractions

WHAT WE DO
ITEC Entertainment delivers turnkey and comprehensive themed entertainment experiences that make 
our clients successful. We push the frontiers of entertainment design, production and technology to 
new heights with projects spanning: 

HOW WE DO IT
ITEC Entertainment is a multidisciplinary international organization with a strong diversity of talents and 
experience, providing our clients with a strong advantage in the themed entertainment marketplace. 
The cornerstone of ITEC’s culture is our relentless focus on quality and rooted in our core values 
of Performance, Innovation and Heritage. Few companies match the level of inhouse support and 
creative synergy that ITEC consistently supplies its clients in the areas of:  

  Planning

  Creative Design

  Entertainment Technology

  Media Production

  Project Development

  Sustaining Engineering



CREATIVE DESIGN
Turning imaginative attraction and show concepts into practical, buildable designs takes a special kind  
of expertise. ITEC Entertainment understands the requirements of architects, facility engineers, vendors, 
suppliers, and contractors. We are ideally equipped to work in close coordination with these professionals to 
assure that the final designs meet all local governmental agency reviews as well as the project’s budget and 
schedule requirements without compromising the creative intent.

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY
ITEC Entertainment's technologies are at the heart of many of the world’s top themed attractions. Our 
advanced show control, lighting, audio, and film/video systems keep things running like clockwork, cycle 
after cycle, all day, every day. Our entertainment technology professionals assure that all these elements  
are expertly integrated into the attraction or themed environment, enhancing the guest experience while 
providing outstanding reliability and ease of use.

MEDIA PRODUCTION
As a full-service themed entertainment design and technology company, ITEC Entertainment not only  
produces the themed environments and attractions, but it also creates the accompanying media. From area 
background music to pre-shows, from simulator ride films to immersive theater presentations, our film, video, 
lighting and audio designers create media content that perfectly fits the theme and the surroundings.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
ITEC Entertainment’s team is equipped to orchestrate all ITEC projects from the earliest creative concepts 
through design development, production, installation and commissioning. From client relations to design and 
production coordination, ITEC liaisons between the client and all members of the project team; maximizing 
communication and team-building to meet the goals and objectives of the scope, schedule and budget.

SUSTAINING ENGINEERING
ITEC Entertainment’s Sustaining Engineering services provide client-side engineering support and annual 
maintenance services for entertainment systems. Our expertise in building the complex technological backbone 
and technical elements of attractions and theme parks, ensures client projects operate reliably and surpass 
safety standards.

PLANNING
Master planning and concept creation are crucial steps in the early stages of every entertainment design 
project. During this phase, ITEC Entertainment establishes the design direction, the look, and the feel of the 
project. We work closely with our clients to explore the development potential for the site as we identify the 
themes that will define the guest experience.
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www.itec.com 8544 Commodity Circle
Orlando, FL 32819

+1.407.226.0200

When  it  comes  to  themed  entertainment  design, technology  and  production,  
ITEC Entertainment’s tenure in the industry brings confidence to your business plans. 
Our expertise ensures your guest experience is positioned for success, and that means we
bring you best-in-class entertainment solutions.


